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CALCULATING DISCRIMINANTS BY HIGHER DIRECT IMAGES

JERZY WEYMAN

Abstract. The author uses the homological algebra to construct for any line

bundle i? on a nonsingular projective variety X the complex F(i?) whose

determinant is equal to the equation of the dual variety Xv . This generalizes

the Cayley-Koszul complexes defined by Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinski.

The formulas for the codimension and degree of Xv in terms of complexes

Ff-S?) are given. In the second part of the article the general technique is applied

to classical discriminants and hyperdeterminants.

This paper consists of two parts. In the first part (§§1 and 2) we give the

method for calculating generalized discriminants considered by Gelfand, Kapra-
nov and Zelevinski (cf. [G-K-Z]). The generalized discriminant is defined for

any nonsingular projective variety X as the defining equation of the dual va-

riety Xv. The method for calculating these equations introduced here uses

the conormal construction and the technique of higher direct images. For each

line bundle 5" on I we define the canonical complex FÇS?), obtained by
pushing down the twisted Koszul resolutions associated to the canonical desin-

gularisation of the dual variety Xv . The complex F(J¿?) allows to calculate

explicitly the degree of the discriminant and give the expression for it in terms
of Buchsbaum-Eisenbud multipliers associated to FLS?).

The general technique is described in §1 where all general formulas are
proved. Section 2 deals with the case of (7-discriminants. They occur when
the nonsingular variety X is the G-orbit of the highest weight vector in the

irreducible representation of the reductive group G.

In the second part (§§3 and 4) we investigate the determinantal expressions of
the discriminants. They arise naturally in the context of the complexes F(S?).

If the complex F(&) has only two terms, it reduces to a matrix. In such cases
the discriminant becomes the determinant of this matrix.

Section 3 deals with the case of the discriminant of a homogeneous polyno-
mial of degree m . Classically such formulas were known for the case of two

variables (Sylvester and Bezout formulas) and three variables, which is treated

in the book of Salmon [S]. In §3 we give a list of such formulas. In the case
of two variables this list includes the Sylvester expression (§3.2, m arbitrary,

a = -1) and Bezout expression (§3.2, m arbitrary, a = m - 2). Moreover,

these formulas appear as the extreme cases of the whole series of determinantal

expressions of similar type. Section 3.3 deals with the case of three variables.
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Here we also give the whole series of determinantal formulas for the discrim-
inant, including the one given by Salmon (§3.3, m arbitrary, a = 2m - 3).

The most interesting is the fact that even for a polynomial in four variables of

degree m there always exists a determinantal expression for its discriminant.
It is described in §3.4. This fact was not known to classics. The rest of §3
deals with some exceptional cases in 5 and 6 variables where the determinantal
formulas for discriminant still occur. We should notice that in this paper we

describe only the "formats" of the determinants in question without giving the

explicit matrix. We plan to give an explicit description of these matrices in a
subsequent paper.

In §4 we consider the case of discriminants of multidimensional matrices
(multilinear forms). This subject also goes back to Cayley, but was recently

revived by Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinski (cf. [G-K-Z]).

Our method allows to recover the formulas given there in the boundary case
(§4.3). One can also derive and generalize the formula for the discriminant of 3
dimensional matrix of the boundary format given by Bondal (§4.3). Finally we

give new formulas for subboundary case (§4.4) and show that the determinantal
expression occur for relatively few formats of matrices (§4.5).

In §4.6 we construct certain complex associated to the multilinear form A
which plays the role analogous to the Koszul complex of the Jacobian ideal of

a homogeneous polynomial.
Section 4.7 is devoted to the exterior case, i.e. the case when the discriminant

variety has codimension bigger than 1. We find the generators of the defining
ideal of this variety for m x 2 x 2 matrices (m > 3) and m x3 x2 matrices

(m > 4).

1. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION

1.1. Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over C, and let X cF(V*)
be a smooth projective variety of dimension n. Let Y c V* be the cone over
X. Let us assume that X is linearly normal and nondegenerate, i.e. the natural

map V —* H°(X, tfx) is an isomorphism.
We define Xv c F(V) to be the projectively dual variety to X. By definition

Xv consists of hyperplanes in F(V*) tangent to X at some point of X. If
codimXv = 1, then the homogeneous polynomial Ax vanishing on Xw is

called the discriminant of X. The polynomial Ax is defined up to a nonzero
constant. If codim Xv > 1, we define Ax to be a nonzero constant. We denote

by Yv the cone over Y. This notion was recently considered by Gelfand,

Kapranov and Zelevinski [G-K-Z].

1.2. The main idea of this paper comes from the observation that Xs* is the

image of certain vector bundle. Let us define the subvariety Z' of X x F(V),

Z' = {(x,f)EXx F(V)\f is tangent to X at x}.

It is clear that the first projection p': Z' —> X makes Z a projectivized vector

bundle over X, and that the image of the second projection q':Z' -► F(V) is

equal to Xv . We denote by Z the cone over Z', i.e.,

Z = {(x, f)£X x V\f is tangent to X at x}.

The first projection p : Z —> X makes Z a vector bundle over X, and the
image of the second projection q: Z —> V is equal to Yv . Let us consider the
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locally free resolution of tfz as cfxxv-module. It is a Koszul complex on the

vector bundle y on X x V. In fact it is easy to see that S? equals to /?*(£)
where Ç is the natural bundle over X which satisfies the exact sequence

(1) o ̂  cfx(-l) ^ Ç ̂  T(X)(-l)-* 0.

Here T(X) denotes the tangent bundle on X. There is a simple way to describe

£(1) geometrically. For any x £ X the fibre Z(l)x is the tangent space to the

cone Y over X.

Thus we have the exact complex of locally free modules on X x F(V).

(2) l\'(y)^&z^0.

Let R = Sym(F*) denote the polynomial ring of homogeneous functions on
F(V). The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the Theorem

2.1 from [W].

1.3. Proposition. There exists the complex

(3) P: .---F, -*•,_!-•■•

of free R-modules, where

(4) Fi = Q&q, (f\+J<9>)®cR = ®H¡ (x, f\'+J A ®cR,
j>0 ^ ' j>0       ^ '

whose homology equals

(5) H-i(F)=<%iqt(cfz).

We want to show that the properties of the discriminant (its degree and the
expression for it) follow from the knowledge of the complex F. The expressions

we get in this way are similar to those obtained by Gelfand, Kapranov and

Zelevinski using Cayley-Koszul complexes, but more convenient, because we

have the precise knowledge of the homology of F. Also the use of Buchsbaum-
Eisenbud structure theorem makes the notion of the determinant of a complex

used in [G-K-Z] much more precise.

1.4. Let us notice that dimZ = dim V - 1. We distinguish three cases:

(la) the map Z -»■ 7V is a desingularisation.
(lb) codim Yy = I, the map Z —> 7V is genetically a covering of degree d,

d> 1,
(2) codim 7V > 1.

It is not difficult to show (compare [Ka]) that the case (lb)) in fact cannot
occur. We want to see how to distinguish between the cases (1) and (2) using

the complex F. First of all let us notice that the modules ¿%'qt(cfz) for i > 0

have the support of codimension at least 2. It is clear in case (2). In case (1) we

notice that the stalks of sheaves associated to these modules are 0 at the points

where the fibers of p have dimension 0. Thus we can consider the graded

Hubert function

(6) F(F, t)= Y, (-iyti+j dim Hi (x, f\'+J A (1 - t)~dimV
i,j>0 ^ '
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of the complex F. Let us write P(F, 0 = £ p(a)ta . Then for a » 0 P(a) is

a polynomial in a. Since the function F(F, t) is the alternating sum of Hilbert

functions of ¿%lq*(cfz), P(a) is a polynomial in a of degree < dim V - 1.

Let us analyse the support of the modules ¿%'qt(cfz). For i > 0 these

modules have the support of codimension > 2. The module ¿%°qt(c?z) is

the module of rank 1 supported in Yy in the case (1), and it is supported in

codimension 2 in the case (2).

Thus the coefficient of P(a) in degree dim V - 1 (divided by (dim V - 1)!)
equals to 0 in the case (2), and to degA* in the case (la). The standard

calculation shows that this coefficient equals

(7) e(F) = £ (-l)'+\i + j)dimW (x, f\+J A .
i,j>0 ^ '

This means we have proved

1.5. Proposition. The number

e(F) = £ (-l)i+l(i + j)dimW (x, /\+JA
i,j>0 ^ '

is equal to degA^ in the case (la), and to 0 in the case (2).

1.6. One can get another expression for degA* in terms of Chern classes. It

comes from calculating the class of Z' in the Chow ring of X xF(V*) and

pushing down. This formula is discussed for example in the article of Kleiman

[K]. The Chern classes approach allows also to calculate the codimension of

7V . This was done by Holme in [Ho]. Our method also allows to express the
codimension of Yv in a very nice way.

1.7. Theorem.   Codim Yv = max{/ ; F, ^ 0} .

Proof. Let us consider the canonical sheaf coz ■ By the adjunction formula [H,

Proposition 11.8.20] a>z = coxxv\z ® A"+1 Í* • Since V is just the affine space,

coxxv — P*cox ■ Let us consider the resolution of coz as ^yXF-module. It

equals p*(cox ® A"+1£*) ® A* &■ Pushing down this resolution we get the

complex D(F) of ^-modules with the term

D(F)i = Q}w(x,cox®f\+i~'~Jc)
j>0        ^ '

whose cohomology equals H-¡(D(F)) = â?lq*(cûz). By the Grauert-

Riemanschneider theorem ¿%'q*(a>z) = 0 for i > (dimZ -dimYv). Since

the differentials in D(F) have the entries in the maximal ideal of R, this
means that 0(F), = 0 for /' < (dim Y"v - dimZ). Now using the Serre du-

ality on X we see that F, is the dual of 0(F) i_,. This means that F, = 0 for
/ > 1 - dim 7V + dim Z = codim Yv . To prove the theorem it is enough to

show that for i = dimZ - dim Yv , we have â?lq*(coz) ^ 0. However this is

easy. Indeed, after shrinking Yv we may assume that p is smooth, projective.
Then the result follows from upper-semicontinuity theorem [H, III. 12.11] and
adjunction formula [H, H.8.20], since each fibre Zy is smooth of dimension /,

so H'(Zy, coz,) is one-dimensional (hence nonzero) by Serre duality.
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1.8. Remark. Let J? be a line bundle on X. Then we can consider the twisted

version of the Proposition 1.3. It says that there exists a complex

(8) F(&) : • • • - FtÇST) -» F,_,(J?)

of free J?-modules, where

(9)

F;(^) = 0 &q. (f\+J y®S?\®cR = @w(x, /\'+7 £ ® ¿A ®c *,
;>o ^ ' j>o      ^ '

whose homology equals

(10) H-t(¥)=&iqt(0z<8>&).

The formula from Proposition (1.5) also generalizes to the twisted case.

Proposition. The number

e(F(5?)) = £ (-l)i+\i + j)dimW (x, f\+J^y)

is equal to degAjf in the case (la), and to 0 in the case (2).

Proof. The same as the proof of Proposition 1.5.

1.9. Remark. The complexes D(F(J¿?)) used in the proof of Theorem 1.7 are

closely connected to the Cayley-Koszul complexes of Gelfand, Kapranov and

Zelevinski. In order to obtain Cayley-Koszul complexes (in the case of toric

varieties) they use the explicit acyclic resolutions of the exterior powers of the

cotangent bundles. This means that our D(F(¿¿?)) is the F1 term of the spectral

sequence of the Cayley-Koszul complex. The formulas in [G-K-Z] also require

twisting by a positive line bundle cf(m) in order to get the vanishing of higher

cohomology groups, so only the terms involving H° remain in the complex.

1.10. Let Y be the cone over a nonsingular variety X c F(V*). Let us

consider the discriminant variety Y"v . We assume that the map q : Z -+ Yv

is a desingularisation, i.e. we are in the case (la). This, by Theorem 1.7 is
equivalent to the following condition:

(*) The module F¡ = 0 for i > 1 .
The condition (*) is satisfied for most of the varieties X. Indeed, if the

bundle cfx(l) is very positive, then by Serre theorem for all positive exterior

powers of £ only the top cohomology group is nonzero.

Under the above assumption we will get the explicit expression for A^ in

terms of Buchsbaum-Eisenbud multipliers. Let us recall the first structure the-

orem of Buchsbaum-Eisenbud [B-E, E-N].

1.11. Theorem. Let R be a commutative ring. Let

G: 0- Gn ■*>* 6Vi ^ •■■ -^ Gi -*>Gb

be a complex of finite dimensional free R-modules. Let us assume that G is

acyclic in codimension 1. Let rm = ranko"m . Then

(a) rm + rm+x = dim Gm for all m, 1 < m < n,

(b) there exists a unique sequence of maps am: R —► f\rm Gm-X   (1 < m <

n), such that an = /\r" d„, and the following diagrams commute:
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K'Gm J£^K'Gm-y

R

(here we identify f\m Gm with A'm G*m).

Let us consider our complex

(11) F:0-+Fx{d^} F¿®R-^F_X^... .

In Fo we split off the summand R = H°(X, A°0 ®c -R. Since âê°q*(cfz) is
the normalisation of the coordinate ring of Xy [KKMS], we have the map of

complexes

0 ->Fl J^^'eF -±-

(12) Î- (0,1)

0 -►  R  -^->      R

It follows from 1.4 that the cone of this map is exact in codimension 1. This

cone is homotopically equivalent to the following complex

(13) O^F^F, ^Fo'^F-!^---.

Using Theorem 1.11 we deduce that r = ranko"[ = dimF! - 1. This means

that there exists a map a : R —> f\r F¿, such that r x r minor A/)a t i of d[

corresponding to the columns except the jth one, and the rows from /, equals

Ujüi, where we denote a(l) = £a/^/ (1 is the multi-index, {e¡} is the basis in

F£).
Hence from the previous diagram we see that

(14) A* = £(-iyM;y,.

This is the canonical expression for the discriminant in terms of the entries
of y, and in terms of canonical factors of the minors of d[ . In this way the

discriminant itself is explicitly calculated in terms of the complex F.

2. The (7-discriminants

2.1. Let us consider a semisimple group G, and let V = Vx be the irreducible

representation of highest weight X, and X—the projectivisation of the orbit of

the highest weight vector Vx. The variety X is the homogeneous space G/P
for the appropriate parabolic P, embedded by a complete linear system on
G/P corresponding to the line bundle 2?(X) associated to the weight A. If
X = ¿^XiOJi where co¡ are the fundamental weights, then P is the parabolic

corresponding to the subset {a¡\X¡ > 0} of the basis {a¡} of the root system

of G.

2.2. Examples. 1. The classical discriminant. Let us take G = GL(n) to

be the group of linear automorphisms of the «-dimensional space F. Let

X = (m,0,... ,0). Then the corresponding representation Vx equals to the set

SmF of symmetric tensors of rank m on F . This space can be identified with
the set of homogeneous polynomials of degree m in « variables. It follows
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directly from the definitions that the discriminant variety Xy is the set of
polynomials defining a singular hypersurface in P"_1. It follows that the variety
Xy has always codimensiom 1 and the discriminant A^ is in this case the

classical discriminant of a homogeneous polynomial. The space G/P in this

case is just the projective space P(F). Let 0 —> 3t —> F —> éf —> 0 be the

tautological sequence on P(F) (dim^ = 1, dim<f = m - 1). The bundle í
can be identified with âlm~x <g> F.

2. The hyper determinants. Let us consider r vector spaces Fx, ... ,Fr of

dimensions mx, ... , mr respectively. Let us consider the group G = GL(FX) x

■■■ x GL(Fr) and let V = Fx® ■■■ ® Fr. The space V can be identified with
the set of r-dimensional matrices of the format mx x ■ ■ ■ x mr. We will usually

assume that mx > m2 > ■ ■ ■ > mr. In this case the variety Y is the orbit of the
decomposable tensors. First we use our technique to calculate the codimension
of the variety Xy .

Proposition [G-K-Z, K-M]. The codimension of the variety Xy is equal to

max( 1, mx - m2-mr + r - 1).

Proof. We will use the Theorem 1.7. In order to do this we have to identify the

space G/P and the bundle Ç. The space G/P is the product of the projective

spaces P(Fi) x • • • x P(Fr). Let 0 -► 3t¡ -► Fj -► ̂) -> 0 be the tautological se-

quence on F(Fj). Then the bundle Ç is the sum (not direct!) of the subbundles

^i ® • • • ® âlj-i ® Fj ® 3Hj+x ® ■ ■ • <g> 3lr  (1 < j < r) in Fx ® ■ ■ ■ ® Fr.
The bundle £, is the extension of the direct sum £,' = ®x<j<râêi®- ■ -®¿%j-i®

@j®3lj+x®.-.®âêr by the line bundle JÍ = 3?x®- ■ .®3?j-X®&j®<9?j+x®. ■ -®&r.

The bundle A7 Í becomes the extension

0 -> t\Z ^ A^ ^ A; -1í®-^ - 0.

The bundle /\j £,' is the direct sum of the bundles

f\" 3i ® &?+"+a' ® /\°2 <g2 ® ̂ >+^+-+"' ®...®l^r3r® ¿?rfl,+ '+a'-'

(which we denote by ^(ai, ... , ar)) where we sum over all r-tuples (ax, ... ,

ar) where ai H-\-ar = j . The bundle A7-1 £ ® ̂  is tne direct sum of the

bundles ^"(ai, ... , ar)®Jf where we sum over all r-tuples (ax, ..., ar) where

ai H-\- ar = j - I. The cohomology of each bundle !^/"(ax, ... , ar) can be

calculated by Bott's theorem. In fact we have to apply the Bott's theorem to the
weights ( Ia', 0m/_a,_ l, ax-\-1- a,_ i + ai+x -\-\-ar). The cohomology of the

bundle ^(ai, ... , ar) ®JÜ can be calculated in the same way by applying the
Bott's theorem to the weight (Ia', 0mi~a¡~x, ai +• • - + a,_i +a,+i + • • • + ar+ 1).

In calculation of the cohomology of /\J Ç we have to take into account the
cancellations occurring in the long homology sequence. They can be described
as follows. Let us consider the bundle %/'(ax,..., ar) such that the weight

(Ia-, 0m'-a,_1 ,ax + -.- + a,_i + ai+x + ■■ ■ + ar) is such that after adding p (the

half of sum of positive roots) and making the exchanges, the last number goes

to the place a, + 1. Then the cohomology of such cV(ax, ... , ar) (if nonzero)

will cancel out with the cohomology of y(ax, ... , a,■ — 1,... , ar) ® JÏ in

the long cohomology sequence. This means that the cohomology of A7 £ is

the direct sum of cohomologies of "V(ax, ... ,ar) such that for each weight
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(la¡, Omí_a,_1, ai H-(- a,_i + a;+i H-h ar) after applying the exchanges the

last number either stays in place or moves to the first place, and of cohomologies

of W(ax,... , ar)®Ji such that for each weight (la/, O""-0''-1, ai + • ■ +a,_i +

aI+i -l-h ar + 1) the last number either stays in place or moves to the first

place, but there it is not equal to 1. Applying this principle, it is not hard to
calculate max{/|F ^ 0}.

When mx < m2-\-\- mr- r + 2 then the cohomology of the top power of

£ occurs in F, with i = mx-\-\-mr-r +1- (mx - I)-(mr - 1) = 1.

It is easy to see in this case that all the terms F, with i > 2 have to be 0. Let

us assume that mx > m2-\-vmr-r + 2. Then all the pieces y (ax, ... , ar)

and 2^(ai, ... , ar) ® Jt contributing to the cohomology of A7£ have the

property that no exchanges occur after applying Bott's theorem to the weight

corresponding to the first projective space.

This means that the only terms ^(ai,... ,ar) and ^(ai,... ,ar) ® J?

contributing to the coholomogy of A7£ are those with a2 = •■• = ar = 0. The

term in the highest F¡ is the term ^"(ai,... ,ar)® JK where ax — mx- I,

a2 = ■■■ = ar = 0. It occurs with i = mx- (m2 - 1) - (m3 - 1)-(mr -1) =

mx- m2-mr + r - I. This proves the proposition.

3. Another interesting case is the discriminant of Plücker embedding. Here
we take G = GL(F) and X = ( lm, O"'"1). In this case V = f\m F . The variety
Xy is the dual variety of the grassmannian of w-planesin n dimensional space.

2.3. Let us use the notation of 2.1. Let Xy be the lowest weight in Vx . The
bundle S? (when pulled back to G/B) has a natural filtration whose associated

graded object is the direct sum of line bundles 2'(Xy + a) (a > 0, -a is not

in p = Lie(F)) and 3?(Xy). The number e(F) can be calculated using this

filtration.

2.4. Proposition. In the above case

(1) e(F) = ¿2 (~l)i+l(i + j)dimW (g/B, ffJ A ,
i,j>0 ^ '

where f' = 0a>o,_aip &(Xy+ a)®S?(Xy).

We can use Bott's theorem and Weyl's character formula to calculate the

dimensions of cohomology groups HJ(G/B, /\l+J £,'). This gives

(2) e(F)= Y, (-1)'+I(/)£<*((WV + «! + ••• + «/)
¡,/>o

where we sum over all /-tuples of different positive roots not in p, and ch(p) =

Ua>o(P + P'a)/(P'a)-

2.5. Remark. We can apply the technique of 2.4 to the twisted complex F(^)
for any line bundle ¿2? on X. If Sf = 3?(ß) for some weight ß, then we get

(1')     e(F(5?(ß)))= Y (-l)'+l(i + j)dimW (g/B, &(ß) ® /\'+J ?
ij>0 ^

where £' = ®a>o,-anotiBp^v + a)ey(lv). Using Bott's theorem again,

we get

(2') e(F(J7(ß)))= Y (-1 )/+1 (0£ ch(ß + (l)Xy + a, + • • • + a/)
i,/>0
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where we sum over all /-tuples of different positive roots not in p, and ch(p) =

na>o(li + P>a)/(P>a)-

2.6. The remainder of this paper is devoted to the determinantal expressions

for the discriminants. Remark 1.9 provides the natural approach to this prob-
lem. Let us suppose that Codim Xy = 1 (we are in the case (la)). Let us assume
that we have found the line bundle y on I such that the complex ¥(&) has

only two nonzero terms. These terms have to be F(Sf)i and F(3')o. Then

the whole complex F(S?) reduces to a matrix. Moreover, we know that the

cokernel of this matrix has the support contained in the variety Yy . It follows
from 2.5 that the determinant of the matrix has to be equal to the discriminant.
This leads to many interesting expressions.

3. The determinantal expressions for the
classical discriminants

3.1. Let us consider the determinantal expressions in the case of the classical
discriminant of a homogeneous polynomial of degree m in n variables. We

use the notation of Example 2.2, 1. Since £ = ¿%m~x ® F, we see that A7£ =

ggj(">-i) ® A/ F . The cohomology groups of these bundles are easily calculated
using Serre's Theorem.

We will write the bundle tf(a) in terms of its weight, i.e.

cf(a)=S?(ax,...,an)

for ai = ••• = a„_i = a, a„ = 0. In what follows we assume that m > 3,

because the discriminant of the quadratic form is well known to be its deter-

minant. We will denote by 5(ai)...>aB)F the Schur functor corresponding to the

partition (ax, ... , a„). In §3, since we deal with the projective spaces, most

of the Schur functors that appear will be the symmetric powers of F or F*

tensored with the tensor powers of /\n F. Only in the §3.6 some "real" Schur

functors will appear.

3.2. Let us first assume that n = 2. Then for any -2 < a < 2(m - 1) the
complex F(cf(a)) has two nonzero terms, so we get the determinantal expression

of the discriminant. The possibilities a = -I, a = m -2, a = 2m - 3 were
considered above.

For a = -1 we get the format

A 2
/\ F ® S{2m-3to)F ^ F ® S{m^2,o)F

which gives the classical Sylvester formula for the discriminant. For 0 < a <
m - 3 we get the format

A 2
¡\ F ® S(2m_3,a+i)F -» F ® 5(m_2;a+1)F © S(a,o)F

This matrix consists of the linear and quadratic block.
For a = m - 2 we get the format

. 2

f\   F(g)S(2m_3,m_l)F -> 5,(m_2,0)-f7-

In this matrix all entries are quadratic. This is the classical Bezout formula for
the discriminant.
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For m - 1 < a < 2m - 4 we get the format

A 2
A   Ft»Sl2tH-3,a+l)F®F(»S{a,m-i)F^S(a,0)F

which again consists of the linear and quadratic block. Finally for m = 2m - 3

we get the format

•f7®'S'(2m-3,m-l)-f7 ~* S^2m-3,0)F.

The matrices coming from tf(a) and from cf (2m -4- a) are transpose to

each other because of Serre duality.

3.3. Let us consider the case n = 3 . The bundle tf(a) leads to the two term

complex only for m - 3 < a < 2m - 3 . Indeed, if m - 3 > a then the term

coming from A* £{.F ® S?(a, a, m - 1)) gives the nonzero term in H2, and

therefore in the (-l)st term of the complex. If a > 2m - 3 then the term

coming from A £ gives a nonzero term in the 2nd term of the complex.

Let us consider the formats we get.

For a = m - 3 we get the format

A3 A2
f\  F ®Scim-s,m-2,m-2)F ~> f\   F ® S(2m-4,m-2,m-2)F 0 S(m-i,m-T,,Q)F.

For a = m - 2 we get the format

.3 .2

l\   F®S(2m-5,m-X,m-X)F—>/\   F ®S(2m-4t„l-X,m-X)F ®5'(m_2,m-2)0)-f7-

For m - 1 < a < 2m - 5 we get the format

A 3 A 2
l\ F<8>S(3m_5,a+i,a+i)F© l\ F<8)5(2m-4,fl+i,a+i)F

-* F ®S(aja¡m^X)F ®S(a!ato)F.

For a = 2m - 4 we get the format

3

/\   F ® S^m-5t2m-3t2m-i)F -* F<8 5'(2m_4)2m-4,m-l)-f7® 5,(2m-4,2m-4,0)-f-

Finally for a = 2m - 3 we get the format

A 3
/\   F ® S(3m-5t2m-2,2m-2)F -* F ®5'(2m_3>2m-3,w-l)-f7©5(2m-3,2m-3,0)-f-

3.4. Next let us consider the case n = 4. Looking at the term coming from

tf(a) ® A2 <Ü, we see that its cohomology has to be 0. Otherwise we would get

the term in either H° or /f3 and both of them would ensure that the complex

F(cf(a)) has at least three terms. This means that a = 2m - 5, 2m - 4 or

2m -3.
We get the following formats:

A 4
f\ F(8>1S(4m_7ia+ija+lia+i)F©F(8>5'(a>aiij!m_i)F

. 3

-> f\   F®S(im-6<a+x,a+X,a+l)F®S(a<a<ato)F

(the exception is that if m = 3, a = 2m - 5, then S(a,a,a,m-i)F equals to 0.

Similarly when m = 3 and a = 2m - 3, then the term 5,(3m_6,a+i,a+i,a+i)F

equals to 0).
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3.5. Finally, let us consider n > 5 . Again looking at the term coming from

3(a)® A2£ we see that its cohomology has to vanish, and therefore 2m-«-1 <

a <2m -2. Looking at the (n - 2)nd term we see that for the same reason
(n — 2)(m -l)-n + l<a<(n- 2)(m - 1). These two conditions cannot be

satisfied when («-2)(m-l)-« + l > 2(m-l), i.e. when (n-4)(m-l) > n-l.
Since m - 1 > 2, we have (n - 4)(m - 1) > 2(n - 4). This means that for

n > 7 the above inequality is always satisfied and the complex F(cf (a)) has

always at least three terms. It remains to consider n = 5 and n = 6.

For n = 5 the above inequality reads 3(m - 1) - 4 > 2(m - 1), i.e. m > 5 .

This means the only determinantal expression can occur for m = 3 and m = 4.

Let m = 4. Looking at the 2nd and 3rd term we see that the only possible

a = 5 . For this a we get the following format

A F®S(iii6í6i6í6)F®F®Sí5íSi5tSí3)F

-► f\ F®S(s!6t6>6t6)F®S{5¡5>5i5ío)F.

Let m = 3 . Looking at the 2nd and 3rd term we see that the only possible

a = 2 or a = 3. For a = 2 we get the format

/\5 F ® 5(6,3,3,3,3)^© F 0 5(2,2,2,2,2)^

.4

-* ¡\   F ® 5(4,3,3,3,3)F© 5(2,2,2,2,0)-f-

For a = 3 we get the transpose format

A   ^®S(6;4,4,4,4)^©-r7®5(3,3,3,3,2)F

• 4

—> f\   F ® 5(4,4,4,4,4)F ©5(3,3,3,3,o)F

Next we consider the case n = 6. The above inequality shows that the only

possible m is m = 3. Looking at the 2nd, the 3rd and the 4th term we see

that the only possible a = 3. We get the following format

A 6

/\   F®5(7,4,4,4,4,4)F©F®5(3,3,3,3,3,2)F
• 5

—» f\   F ® 5(5,4,4,4,4,4)F © 5(3,3,3, 3,3, rj)F.

The reasoning gives all possible determinantal expressions of the discriminant

that can be obtained from the complexes F(J?). The more precise description
of the matrices described above will be the subject of the separate paper.

3.6. We saw above that it is possible to get the determinantal expressions for

the discriminant of the form of degree d in n variables only for very special
values of d, n . Now we show that for every d, n it is possible to find a linear

(jL( «)-invariant matrix whose determinant is the power of the discriminant.

The idea is to pull back our construction to the full flag variety G/B of F.

Notice that after doing that we cannot apply the Remark 2.5. Still, if we find
the bundle Sf over G/B for which F(S?) has only two terms, we get the

matrix such that the support of its cokernel is contained in Yy . This allows
us to conclude that the determinant of this matrix is equal to the power of the
discriminant.
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The line bundles on G/B correspond to weights. Let us denote the line bun-

dle corresponding to the weight (ai, ... ,a„) by Sf(ai, ... ,an). Let it : G/B

—► G/P denote the natural projection. If we choose (ai, ... , a„) in such way

that ßi > • • • > a„_i, a„ = 0, and consider the module JK = Sf(ai,... , an)®

it*(3z), its higher direct images can be calculated by first pushing to G/P =
F(F) and then by calculating cohomology. By projection formula and by Bott's

theorem Sl^Jt) = 0 for i > 0 and Sg°n*(jF) = 5(a,.an_l)3®3z . This
means that we calculate the resolution of the module of rank bigger than one.

In fact in this case the power of the discriminant that we get is equal to the

rank of S(fll>...,„,,_,)<?.

Let us calculate the cohomology directly over G/B.   It follows from the

projection formula that the cohomology of S?(ax,... , a„) ® iz*(f\j Ç) equals

to A7F tensored with the cohomology of =S^(ai, ... , an + j(m - 1)).

This means that the bundle 2C(ax, ... , an) gives us a determinantal expres-

sion of the power of the discriminant if only two of the bundles

S?(ax, ...,an+j(m-l))

for 0 < j < n have nonzero cohomology.

Let us fix two numbers bx and b2, 0 < bx < b2 < n. For each such pair

(¿i, b2) there is a unique weight (ai, ..., a„) for which fli > • • • > a„_i,

a„ = 0, and the cohomology of A7 £ is zero except for j = bx and j = b2.

We see it easily from Bott's theorem. This weight is equal to

(n(m-2) + l,(n-l)(m-2) + l,...,

(b2 + l)(m-2) + l,(b2-l)(m-2),...,

(bx + l)(m - 2), (bx - l)(m -2) - I, ..., (m-2) - I,-1, 0).

Let us consider the contribution from the Z^th term. It is equal to the coho-
mology of the line bundle corresponding to the weight

(n(m -2) + l,(n-l)(m-2) + l,...,

(b2 + l)(m-2) + l,(b2-l)(m-2),...,

(bx + l)(m - 2), (bx - l)(m -2) - I, ... , (m-2)-I,-I ,bx(m-I))

tensored with A*1 F. Applying Bott's theorem we see that the nonvanishing

cohomology occurs in degree bx and it is the irreducible corresponding to the

weight

Px = (n(m -2) + l,(n- l)(m - 2) + 1, ... ,

(¿>2+l)(/n-2) + l,(/>2-l)(m-2),...,

(bx + l)(m-2),bx(m-2), (bx - l)(m-2), ... , (m-2), 0).

Thus the total contribution of the term bx is A*1 F ® SßxF in homological

degree bx.

Similarly we calculate that the contribution of the term b2 is equal A*2 F ®
Sf¡2F in cohomological degree b2 - 1, where p2 denotes the weight

p2 = (n(m -2) + l,(n- l)(m - 2) + 1, ... ,

(b2 + l)(m - 2) + 1, b2(m -2) + l,(b2- l)(m - 2) + 1, ...,

(bi + l)(m-2) + l,(bx-l)(m-2),...,(m-2),0).
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Thus the whole complex reduces to one map of homogeneous degree b2-bx,

/\b2F®Slí2F^/\blF®SftíF.

It is an amusing exercise to apply the Weyl dimension formula to check that

the dimensions of both tensor products are the same. The calculation of this

dimension tells us also which power of the discriminant is the determinant of

our matrix.
Let us note that in general the pairs (bx, b2) and (n - b2, n - bx) lead to

the same determinantal expression because of Serre's duality.

These expressions seem to be particularly interesting for b2 = bx + l because

in this case the terms of our matrix are linear.
Let us look at some examples. The case n = 2 was treated above, because

in this case G/B = G/P.
Let us consider in more detail the case of ternary form. It is enough to analyse

the expressions coming from following pairs (bx ,b2): (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3),

(1,2). Here are the formats we get: (0, 1) : we get the linear map

F ® 5(3m_5,2m-3)m-l)-f, ~* 5(3m_5,2m-3,0)-f7-

Its determinant is the (m - l)st power of the discriminant. (0,2): we get the

quadratic map

.2

l\   F ® 5(3m_5(2m-3,m_i)F —> 5(3m_5,m_2,0)-f?-

Its determinant is the 2(m - l)st power of the discriminant. (0,3): we get

the cubic map

A 3
l\   F®5(3m_5,2m-3,m-l)-f -* 5(2m_4,m-2,0)-f?-

Again the determinant is the (m - l)st power of the discriminant. (1, 2) : we
get the linear map

.2

¡\  F®5(3m_5,2m-3,0)-f7 ~* F ® 5(3m_5,m-2,0)F.

The determinant is the 3(m - l)st power of the discriminant.

The construction described here does not give all choices of ^(ai,... , a„)
giving some determinantal expression for the power of the discriminant. It

could happen that the cohomology of more than two terms does not vanish, but
all nonvanishing terms occur in the 0th and 1st term of the complex F(£?).

4. The complexes F(£f) and the determinantal expressions

FOR HYPERDETERMINANTS

4.1. In this section we investigate the determinantal expressions for hyperde-

terminants. Since the full classification of the determinantal expressions similar

to the one described in §3 is very lengthy, we limit ourselves to providing some
general principles of the calculation and the most interesting examples.

For the sake of simplicity we will consider mainly 3 dimensional matrices.
We will indicate possible generalisations to higher dimensional matrices.

Let us denote by F, G, H the three vector spaces of dimensions /, g, h
respectively. We will assume that / > g > h . By Proposition 2.2 (example 2)

we can also assume that f < g + h- I.
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4.2. The variety X is equal to P(F) x F(G) x F(H), the line bundles S? we
consider are 3(u, v , w) = cf(u) ® cf(v) ® 3(w) where u, v , w £ Z. The

complex F(£?) (the push down of A •(£) ®$?) is denoted by F(«, v, w) for

&=tf(u,v,w).
Let a, ß, y be three partitions. In this section we write sometimes (a) ®

(ß) ® (y) instead of S{a)F ® Siß)G ® S{Y)H.
We recall that the bundle Ç is the extension of the direct sum

{' = 3?F ® 32G ® 3H © 3tF ® 3G ® 3?H © 3F ® 32G ® 3tH

by the line bundle JÍ = 32F ®3êG®32H ■ Therefore (as in §2.2, Example 2) the

exterior power A7 £ is the extension

(*) o -> /\7<r - /\7> - /\7_1 ? ® ̂  - o.

Let us denote by ^(a ,b,c) the bundle

^"(a, b, c) = /\a 3F ® 3?b+c ®f\3G® &g+c ®/\C&h® 3¡<£h.

Then A7£' = ®a+b+c=j^(a> ^ > c) where a, b, c satisfy additional condi-

tions 0 < a < / - 1, 0<b < g-l, 0 < c < h - 1. Similarly A7 <f ® -^ =
®a+b+c=j-i ^(a> b, c) ® JÍ where again a, b, c satisfy 0 < a < / - 1,

0<b<g-l, 0<c<h-l.
We can calculate the cohomology of each piece y(a, b, c) ® S? (resp.

y (a, b, c) ® J[ <g> SC) by Bott's theorem. We just have to apply it to the

weight

((u+l)a,uf-l-a,b + c)®((v + l)b, v8~l-b, a + c)®((w + l)c, wh-l~c, a + b)

(resp.

((« + l)a, uf-x~a, b + c + 1) ® ((v + l)b, vg-l~b, a + c + 1)

® ((w + l)c, wh-l~c, a + b + I)).

Let us consider the summand y (a, b, c)®¿2? which contributes to the coho-

mology of A7 £' and which has the property that in applying Bott's theorem to

the weight ((w+l)a, uf~x~a, b+c) the number b+c moves to the a+lth place.

Then we can consider the corresponding summand y (a -l,b,c)®s#®¿¿?

and we notice that the cohomology of this summand is the same as of the
original one, but in one degree lower. In this case the connecting homomor-

phism from the cohomology of y (a - 1, b, c) ®J(®S? to the cohomology of
y (a, b ,c)®Sf is nonzero, because the corresponding "piece" of the bundle

A7 £ ® 2C is induced by the tautological extension. The same rule applies to

the second and third coordinate. This rule allows to describe cancellations in
cohomology induced by the long exact sequence corresponding to the extension

(*)•
After performing the cancellations described above we see that the cohomol-

ogy of A7 <Z ® -2* consists of:
(A) the cohomologies of all pieces y (a, b, c) ® J?, for which in each of the

three coordinates when performing the exchanges prescribed by Bott's theorem
the last number either stays in place or moves all the way to the first place;
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(B) the cohomologies of all pieces y (a, b, c) ® Jt ® 21, for which in each

of the three coordinates when performing the exchanges prescribed by Bott's
theorem the last number either stays in place or moves all the way to the first

place and there it is not equal to u + 1 (resp. v + 1, w + 1 ).

This principle allows us to analyse completely the complexes F(u,v,w).
Using the Serre duality for Z and for X we see easily that pushing down the

complex A • £ ® & giyes the dual complex to the one we get by pushing down

/\-Ç®&~l®co. Since co = 3 (g + h-f-2, f+h-g-2, f+g-h-2) we see
that F(w, v, w) is dual to F(g+h-f-2-u, f+h-g-2-v, f+g-h-2-w).

Let us divide the set of all triples (u, v, w) into 8 parts according to its
position with respect to co. We will associate to a given (u, v , w) the triple
of signs ± according to whether a given coordinate is bigger or smaller than

the half of the corresponding coordinate of co (with the equality counted as

+). For example (u,v ,w) is of the type (+,-,+) if u > \(g + h - f - 2),

v<\(f + h-g-2), w>\(f+g-h-2).
Because of duality it is enough to consider 4 cases:

1. (u, v , w) is of the type (+,+,+).
2. (u, v , w) is of the type (+,+,-).
3. (u, v , w) is of the type (+,-,+).
4. (u,v ,w) is of the type (-,+,+).

4.3. Example.   Let us first consider the boundary case, i.e. f = g + h - I. In

this case there are several interesting determinantal expressions:

(a) (u, v, w) = (-1, 2/z - 4, g - 3). Then after performing the calculation
indicated above we get the determinant of the format

(l/-1, 0) ® ((2h - 2Y) ®(2g-2,(g- l)"-1) = /\/_1 F ® Sg-iH

Î

(1/) ®(2h-l, (2h - 2)*-1) ® (2g - 1, (g - l)A->) = f\fF®G® SgH.

One can immediately identify the map above as the only invariant linear
map over Sym(F <g> (7 ® H). This is the determinantal expression described by

Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinski in [G-K-Z3]. Of course the role of G and
H can be reversed here.

(b) (u, v, w) = (-1, h - 2, 2g - 3). This bundle comes to mind when we

look at the bundles of type (-,+,+). The conditions then read u < -\, v >

\(2h - 3), w > \(2g - 3). If we pick u and v minimal possible, then we see
that the only w such that the bundle (u, v, w) will lead to the determinantal

expression is w = 2g - 3. The calculation indicated above gives

(0/) ® ((h -m® ((2g - 2)"->, g - 1) = Sg-XH*

Î

(1^) ® (2h - 1, ¥~x) ® ((2g - l)h) = l\f F®Sh^xG.

The map is homogeneous of degree /. It is very easy to describe. In fact

there is only one (up to scalar) invariant map of degree / from f\ F ® Sf,-XG
to Sg-XH*. It follows from the fact that Symy(F®C7®/7) by Cauchy formula

contains the representation A F ® S^^-^G® Srgtik-^H exactly once.
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This example is easy to generalize to higher dimensional matrices.  If the

dimensions of our vector spaces are fx, f2, ... , f , (fx = f2-\-\- fr- r + 2)

then the bundle we have to use is J? = 3(ux, ... ,ur) where ux = -1, u¡■■ =

2f2-\-1- 2/}_i + fj+x -\-+ fr - j — 1 for 2 < j < r. The determinantal
expression becomes

Sfl-iF3* ® 5/2+/3_2F4* ® • • • ® 5/2+...+/r_,_r+2F;

î

f\fl Fx ® f\Á F2 ® 5/3+...+/r_r+2F2 ® • • • ® /\/r"' Fr_, ® 5/r_,Fr_, ® /\/r Fr.

The map is of degree fx in the entries of the matrix.

4.4. Example.   The subboundary case. Let us assume that f = g + h-2.
We take the approach similar to the example 1 (b). Let us consider the bundles

of the type (-,+,+)■ The conditions for u,v,w give u < 0, v > h -2,

w > g - 2. Let us pick u = -1, v = h - 2, w = 2g - 3 (the choice of w
is the only one leading to the determinantal expression). We get the following

format:

(f/) ® ((A - I)*"1, A - 2) ® ((2g - 2)h~2, 2g - 3, g - 1)

î

(1, O'-1) ® ((A - 1)*) ® ((2* - 2)"-2,2g-3,g)

(1*, O'"*) ® ((A)*"1, A - 1) ® ((2* - 2)A).

The map from the first piece is linear and one can see immediately that it is

uniquely defined (up to scalar). The map from the second piece is of degree g .

It is also uniquely defined because the only representation from Symg(F®G®H)

that can possibly be involved is /\8 F ® 5(2, Xg-i)G ® 5(g_i, X)H which occurs in
Symg(F <8> G® H) once.

This example can also be generalized to higher dimensional subboundary

case. If the dimensions of our vector spaces are fx, f2, ... , fr, (fx= fi-\-h

fi-r+2) then the bundle we have to use is S? = 3(ux, ... ,uT) where ux = -1,

Uj = 2f2-\-h 2/}_i + fj+x H-\-f~J -I for 2 < j <r. The corresponding
complex contains in the Oth term r-2 representations, all in one degree fx-l.

The 1st term contains r-2 representations in degree f and additional r-2

terms in degrees fx + f2 - I, fx + h + f - 2, ... , fx + ■ ■ ■ + fr_x - r + I.

4.5. Example. Here we give the example of 3 dimensional matrix for which

no choice of (u, v , w) gives a complex with two terms. In order to do this, let

us consider the case of cubic matrices, i.e. f = g = h .
It is enough to consider the cases when (u,v,w) is of type (+, +, +) and

of type (+,+,-).

Case 1. The condition means that u > ¿(f-2), v > \(f -2), w > \(f -2).
It is clear from the condition that u,v,w are nonnegative. Let us look

at the terms of type (A) in H°(f\2 £, ® 3(u, v, w)). It is clear that if two of

the numbers u,v,w are > 2 or if all of them are > 1, but one > 2, then

H°(/\2Ç ® 3(u,v,w))^0 and F(3(u, v, w)) has at least 3 terms. This

settles the cases in which / > 6 (in the sense that all complexes F(3(u, v, w))

of type (+, +, +) have at least 3 terms).
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Case 2. Let us assume that (u, v , w) is of the type (+, +, -). This means

u > j(f - 2), v > j(f - 2), w < \(f - 2). In fact, by the same argument as

in Case 1, we can assume that to < 0. Let us consider the case (A).
The bundle y (a, b, c) corresponds to the weight ((u + l)a , u^~l~a, b +

c) ® ((v + l)b, vf~l~b , a + c)® (wf~l, a + b). Let us consider a = b = /- 2,

c = f-l. If u, v < f - 3, then u+l+f-l < 2f - 2 < 2f - 1, and
v + I + f - I < 2f - 2 < 2f - I. This shows that y (a, b, c) gives nonzero
contribution to 7/(3/—3, 3/-5). This means that the complex F(3(u, v , w))
has at least 3 terms. Thus we can assume that u > f - 2 (or v > f-2). To

fix the notation let us assume that u > f - 2. Let us recall that v > \(f -2),
w < 0.

We consider y (a, b, 0) with a = f- 2, b = v . Let us assume that / > 8.

This means that a+b > f-2+\(f-2) > f-2+3 = f+l. But w+f-l < f+l,
so y (a ,6,0) defines a nonzero element of H(f- 1, /+ 1). This shows that
for / > 8 there is no (u, v , w) such that the complex F(3(u, v, w)) has two

terms.

4.6. Example. We consider here the case u = v = w = 0. We give the

complete descriptions of the terms in the complex F. We will denote our

matrix by ̂ 4 = (a,^) where 1 < i < f, I < j < g, I <k < h . Sometimes we
will treat this matrix as a trilinear form ]T a^XiyjZ^ where x¡ (1 < i < f), y¡
(1 < j < S) j zk (I <k <h) are three sets of variables. Thus we can talk about

the partial derivatives dA/dx¡, dA/dy¡, dA/dzk. The trilinear form A and
its partial derivatives are the elements of the polynomial ring R = C[x, y, z] =

Sym(F © G © 77). We will denote by S(au_i(lf)F the irreducible representation

of GL(F) corresponding to highest weight (ax,... , a/). Similarly for G and

H. The complex F defined above consists in this case of three parts:
(1) The trivial representation 5(0,...,o)F®5(o,...,o)Gl®5(o,...,o)7í' in degree 0

(corresponding to H°(/\°(Ç)).
(2) The complex

r

f\ F ® 5(/_g+i ,i.X)G ® 5(/_A+1,!,..., x)H

I

/\ ~lF®S,f-Sti.i)G®S(/_A>i,...,.)//

I

I

A F ® 5(1, !.i)G ® Sig_h+x, i,...,i)77.

The term tf F ® S^_g+l, i,..., i)G ® 5(/_A+i, i,..., i)77 appears in degree / -

g - h + 2. It is an element of H8+h~2(/\f £) . The differentials are linear in

the entries of A and one can see easily that this complex can be identified

with the homogeneous component of the Koszul complex on dA/dx¡ over
the polynomial ring Sym(G © 77). This part of the complex becomes a little
bigger when / = g. In this case it contains additionally the terms 5(i.i)F ®

5(i,...,i)G®5(é_A+i,2/-i.,!,...,i)77 for max(A+l, /-A+l) < b < f-l, in degrees
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f-(f-l+f-b-l+h-l) = b-f-h + 3. For f = g = h these additional
terms become f-l copies of 5(i,...,i)F ® 5(i,...,x)G ® 5(i,...,i)77 in degree

f—(f— 1+/-2) = 3-/. In this case one of these terms cancels out with the term

S(i,...,i)F ®S(x,...,i)G®S(x,...,x)H in degree 2-f of the complex above, so the
whole second part consists of / - 2 copies of 5( i i ) F ® 5( [ i ) G ® 5( i i ) 77

in degree /-(/- 1+/-2) = 3-/.
(3) The third part appears only in the interior case. It consists of all terms

in top cohomology (H^+8+h~3). It starts in degree 1 as follows:

S(g+h-f ,2,...,2)F ® S(f+h-g,2.2)G®5(/+£_A,2.2)H

I

S(g+h-f-l,2,...,2)F ® S(f+h-g-X,2,...,2)G® 5(/+g_/,_i,2,...,2)77

S(g+h-f-i,i.2)F 0 5(/+A_^_i,2,,..,2)G®5(/+?_Ä,2,...,2,i)77

S[g+h-f-i,2.2)F ®5(/+A_?,2.2,i)G:®5(/+?_A_1,2,...,2)77

S(g+h-f, 2,..., 2, l)F ® S(f+h_g_ j, 2,..., 2) G ® S(f+g_h_ x, 2,..., 2)77

I

The differentials in this complex are linear in the entries of A. If one of the
sequences is not a partition, then the corresponding term disappears from the

complex. Let us interpret this complex in terms of Koszul complex on partial

derivatives of A . In fact we will give such interpretation to the dual complex.
We will interpret the terms as homogeneous components of certain modules

over R = Sym(F © G © 77). The terms

S(g+h-f,2,...,2)F ®5(/+Ä_?,2,...,2)G;®5(/+ar_A,2,...,2)#

and

S(g+h-f-l,2,...,2)F ® S(f+h-g-X,2,...,2)G ® S(f+g_h-l,2...,2)H

are just the homogeneous components of the R itself. The map will obviously

be the multiplication by A . The other two terms are more interesting. Let us

look at

S{g+k-f,2.2,l)-f7®5(/+A_c?_1,2.2)G®S(f+g_h_x,2.2)H-

It is a homogeneous component of the following (nonfree) module M over R.

M = Ea,b,c>os(a,o,...,o,-i)F ® 5(6,o,...,o)G ®5(c,o,...,o)77. This module has
the following free resolution over 7? :

0^F^F*-A/"^0

with the map of degree (1,0,0) in x, y, z.
Each term of our complex has similar interpretation. The whole complex

becomes isomorphic to the dual of the F'-term of a homogeneous component
of the following double complex over R.

0 <— R <— A'CF* © G* © FI* © R) *—    A2(^* © G* © 77* © R)    <— • • •

î î

F ©F© F <— /\l (F* ® G* ® H* ® R)®3 <—
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The horizontal differentials come from Koszul complex on A, dA/dx¡, dA/dz^.

The vertical maps are induced by the Euler relations:

Y^XidA/dxi = A,     Y,y¡dAldyi = A>    ¿2 zkdA/dzk = A.

Other homogeneous components of this complex are parts of the twisted

complexes F(¿¿f) for the appropriate line bundles J? over X.
All of this allows us to identify the homology of the Koszul-Euler complex

above (adjusted by parts (1), (2)) with the stalks of 32jqt(3z(^f)) over a

particular A. Let us look at the following special case. Let us assume that

/ < g + A - 2 (so the complex 2) occurs in negative degrees).

Let J(A) be the ideal generated by all partial derivatives of A. Then our
complex tells us that hyperdiscriminant of A ^ 0 if and only if the homoge-

neous component of R/J(A) in multidegree (g + h — f-2, f + h — g — 2, f +
g - h - 2) is 1-dimensional (otherwise this component has bigger dimension).

This is an analogue of the well-known statement for the classical discriminant.
There we know that disc(F) ^ 0 if and only if the partials FXi,..., FXn form

a regular sequence, if and only if the homogeneous component of R/J(F) in

degree n(d - 2) has dimension 1.

It would be very interesting to generalize this approach to the case of arbitrary

(j-discriminant. In fact the complex F tells us what should be the proper

definitions of partial derivatives. It seems that there almost always is a "top" 1-
dimensional component. It would be also interesting to work out in more detail
what is the Koszul cohomology of J(A) for A with nonzero discriminant.

4.7. Example. Here we consider the case when the codimension of the variety

Xy is bigger than 1. Then it is interesting to consider the defining ideal of the

variety Xy . It turns out that in some small cases the technique of this paper
allows to calculate the chain of syzygies of this ideal. The complex that one gets

is the right analogue of the Eagon-Northcott complex for higher dimensional

matrices.
We give examples of calculating this complex. One should observe that the

set-theoretic equations of the hyperdeterminant variety are given by the rank
conditions for the complex F described above, i.e. by the minors of given size

of the matrix Fi -» Fn described explicitly above.
(a) Let us first consider the case of m x 2 x 2 matrix (m > 4). The complex

F according to the above description looks as follows:

(0m)®(0,0)®(0,0)©(l2,0m-2)®(l, 1)®(1, 1)

T
(l3^"1-3)® (2,1)® (2,1)

î

î

(lm)®(m- 1, l)®(m- 1, 1)

Since no terms occur in negative homological degree, the complex F is a
resolution of the normalisation of the coordinate ring of the hyperdeterminant

variety.  In order to get the syzygies of the coordinate ring itself, we have to
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resolve the cokernel of the map (l3, 0m_3) ® (2, 1) ® (2, 1) -► (l2, 0m_2) ®

(1, 1) ® (1, 1). For this we use the following well-known construction. Let us

consider the grassmannian of m-2-planes inF.LetO-^^-^F-^-^Obe
the tautological sequence over this grassmannian (dim3£ = m-2, dim3 = 2).

We consider the twisted Koszul complex /\ 3®/\(3!®G®H). We push down

this complex to get the complex

C: f\F^/\3F®U^f\F®S2U® S222F ® /\4 U <-

^f\+2F®SjU®       0       5222,aF ®/\4,a £/<-•• •
|a|=/-2,a,<2

where we write U to denote G ® H. The complex C is acyclic except in

degree 0, since the complex A 3®f\(3?®G®H) resolves the module f\ 3®

Sym(3®G®H) which has no higher direct images. Therefore C®/\2 G®/\2 H
resolves the cokernel we are interested in. This means that there exists a chain

map F^C®/\2G®/\2H which resolves the natural epimorphism on Oth

homology. The cone of this map is not minimal. After cancelling the repeating

terms we get the following resolution of the hyperdeterminant variety in this

case:

(0m)® (0,0)® (0,0)

î
(23, 0m-3) ® (3, 3) ® (3, 3) © (l4, 0m-4) ® (2, 2) ® (2, 2)

î

î

0 /\7+3 F ® f\2 G ® /\ H ® SyG ® SyH
\y\=j+\,y*(j+i)

©

0       5(222,j8)F ® 5(33)G ® 5(33)77 ®/\"(G® 77)
\ßH-l,ßl<2

î

From this we can conclude that the homological dimension of the coordinate

ring is equal to 2m - 5 , the last term in the complex being S^m^F ® S33G ®

S33H®/\K      '(G®H). Since the codimension of the hyperdeterminant variety

in this case is equal to m - 2, the defining ideal is never perfect.

It is easy to identify the generators of hyperdeterminantal ideal. The repre-

sentation (l4, 0m_4) ® (2, 2) ® (2, 2) corresponds to the 4x4 minors of the

matrix we get from m x 2 x 2 matrix when we write one m x 2 slice under

another. The representation (23, 0m_3) ® (3, 3) ® (3, 3) is the representation

generated by the hyperdeterminants of 3x2x2 submatrices of our matrix. All
basis elements of this representation can be obtained from hyperdeterminants

of 3 x 2 x 2 submatrices by means of various polarisation operators.
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(b) Let us consider m x 3 x 2 matrices. In this case the complex F looks as
follows:

(0m)®(0,0,0)®(0,0)©(l3,0m-3)®(l, 1, 1)®(2, 1)

î
(l4,0m~4)® (2, 1,1)® (3,1)

î

î

(lm)®(w-2, 1, l)®(w-l, 1)

Let us consider for a while the 4x3x2 matrix. The above complex reduces

then to

(04)®(0,0,0)®(0,0)©(13,0)®(1, 1, 1)®(1, 1)

î

(14)®(2,1,1)®(3,1)

This complex resolves the normalisation 5 of the coordinate ring 5 of the

hyperdeterminantal variety. But the ideal of this variety is principal, generated
by an element of degree 12. This means that the cokernel S/S for 4x3x2
matrix has the resolution C which looks as follows:

(13,0)®(1,1,1)®(1,1)

î

(14)®(2,1, 1)®(3,1)

î

(34)®(43)®(6,6)

Now wecome back to arbitrary m x 3 x 2 matrix. The complex F is the res-
olution of 5. In order to find the resolution of 5/5 we consider the grassman-

nian Grass(w - 4, F) with the tautological sequence 0^>31^>F^>3—>0

(dim.32 = m-4, dim3 = 4). Then we take the complex C above (in a relative

situation, i.e. for 3 instead of F) tensoredwith /\(3?®G®H). This complex
resolves the module containing the bundles of the type Sa3 ® SßG® SyH, so
the push-down of this complex is acyclic in degrees > 0 by Bott's theorem.

This push-down is the total complex of the following double complex:

A3 F ® A3G®S2lH «-        A4F®S2UG®S3lH        <-    S(ii)F ® 5(43)G
®S(6,6)#

î î T
A5F®AîG®S2xH®h2U        <-    A5 F ® S2nG ® S3XH ® U    <-    S^F ® S{Ai}G

®S{6 6)H®U

î î î
A6F®A3G®s2xH®A21u     <-

®S{24 l)A®AiG®S2xH®A('U
î

where U denotes G® 77. The left map in the second row is not minimal, so

cancellations occurs. After performing the cancellations we get the following
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minimal complex L :

/\3 F ® /\3 G ® S2{H

î

/\4F®52ii(?®53i77

T
5(34)F ® 5(43)G ® 5(6,6)77©

/\5F®53nG®54i77©

l\ F ® S222G ® S33H

T

This means that this is a resolution of the cokernel S/S. Taking a map-

ping cone of the map F —> L covering the natural surjection we finally get the
following minimal resolution of 5 :

(0m)® (0,0,0)® (0,0)

î
(34,0m-4)®(43)®(6,6)©

(16)®(23)®(3,3)

î

This shows that the hyperdeterminant ideal is generated by the polarisations

of hyperdeterminants of 4 x 3 x 2 submatrices and (for dim F > 6) by the
6x6 minors of m x 6 matrix obtained from m x 3 x 2 matrix by writing one
m x 3 slice under another. Of course for dim F = 5 these generators disappear.

These two cases are the basis for the following conjecture:

Conjecture. Let us consider m x n x p matrices, m > n + p. Then the hy-

perdeterminantal ideal is generated by polarisations of hyperdeterminants of
(n+p-l)xnxp matrices and (for m > np) by np x np minors of the

m x np matrix obtained from the original matrix by writing p m x n slices
one under another.
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